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TURN YOUR POOL INTO A GYM
FIT FOR EVERY BODY



Our products
Hydrorevolution is a leader in the Aquatic 
Fitness market, specializing in drag 
resistance equipment, training programs 
and education.

Hydrorevolution is dedicated to providing a 
wide range of world-class workout 
programs to help people of all ages and 
f itness levels optimize performance and 
reach their goals through drag resistance 
training.

As used by
Hydrorevolution products and programs are 
used by some of the biggest names in sports 
and fitness.



WHAT IS DRAG RESISTANCE TRAINING
Both Aqualogix and Aquastrength equipment capitalize on what we call “the principal of fluid omni-directional 
drag resistance” in water. Quite simply this means being able to work a muscle group equally and smoothly in 

any direction. 

The range of drag resistance equipment developed by Aqualogix and Aquastrength can be used for all types of 
training:

  
 

Drag resistance training is suitable for all ages and fitness levels. The entire range of internationally patented 
equipment has been to leverage the 3D properties of water. The more effort a person applies during their 

workout, the more resistance the water will provide, meaning the user is control a all times. Our equipment can 
be used by anyone, from elite level athletes to senior citizens. 

 
The Hydrorevolution Training system is perfect for all types of pools, both deep and shallow water. Whether it is 

an Olympic sized swimming pool or small swim spa you are guaranteed a great workout! 

CARDIO:

High intensity 
training with fast 

movements

STRENGTH:

 Work muscles in 
both directions 
without putting 
undue stress on 

your joints

REHAB:

Low impact 
training that allows 
you to easily target 

specific muscle 
groups

 

SPORTS:
 

Develop strength 
& power while 

simulating sports 
specific 

movements

WELLBEING:
 

Simple 
Movements such 

as walking and 
running

@aquathens.fitness



HOW MUCH RESISTANCE CAN I GENERATE?
What makes Aqualogix and Aquastrength equipment so unique is that the user can control the level of 

resistance simply by how hard / fast they push through any given movement. There is no need to add/remove 
weights like you would with land based equipment, making it extremely versatile and beneficial for all fitness 
levels. To give you an idea of just how much resistance you can generate with the Aqualogix Upper Body Bells 

please refer to our chart below.



EQUIPMENTUPPER BODY

Hydrorevolution's range of upper body equipment 
deisgned by Aqualogix and Aquastrength offers a 
high intensity, low impact form of training for all ages.

 The hand-held bells offer smooth, uniform resistance 
in all planes of motion, making them ideal for upper 
body and core specific training. 

Whether you are an elite level athlete looking for a 
new method of cross training, or you are recovering 
from an injury, we have a style to suit. 

Browse our full range of upper body bells and 
barbells on the following pages. 



AQUALOGIX MAX RESISTANCE BELLS
 
Due to their size, these bells are best suited to those whose 
main goal is to develop strength & power. They can also be 
beneficial to those working out at a slower tempo who require 
increase resistance.

$69.95USD

$69.95USD

AQUALOGIX ALL PURPOSE BELLS

AQUALOGIX HIGH SPEED FINS

$69.95USD

 
The perfect size for most (if not all) training movements and 
ideal for all ages and fitness levels. The All Purpose Bells can be 
used for general fitness, cardio, core strengthening and even 
injury recovery. 

Also available in Pink!

 
 The High Speed Bells allow the user to do fast upper body 
water workouts moving the blades through the water at rapid 
speed to ignite the small fast twitch muscles for explosive 
power and speed. They are also often the preferred choice for 
deconditioned athletes or rehabilittion. 

Ideal for 
building 

strength & 
power

Ideal for 
general 
fitness

Ideal for 
rehab & 
recovery



AQUASTRENGTH BLUE BELLS

$69.95USD

$69.95USD

$109.95 - $119.95

AQUASTRENGTH PINK BELLS

AQUASTRENGTH BARBELL

 
 The Aquastrength Bells are great for general fitness, strength 
and conditioning. The open handle design is great for 
performing hand-over-hand or pass through exercises. Their 
ergonomic design also makes them the preferred choice for 
those who suffer from arthritis or grip limitations.

Available in blue and pink 
(both colours provide same level of resistance) 

  
 The Aquastrength Barbell allows the user to perform a 
multitude of exercises that focus on dynamic flexibility, upper 
body, core strength, coordination, balance, rotary stability, 
power, agility and endurance. Suitable for all ages and levels, 
this bar comes in a 3ft version, and a 4ft version that is 
recommended for those over 5'8"

Ideal for 
general 
fitness  

Ideal for 
general 
fitness  

Ideal for 
upper body 

& core 
strength  

 
 The Aquastrength Bells are great for general fitness, strength 
and conditioning. The open handle design is great for 
performing hand-over-hand or pass through exercises. Their 
ergonomic design also makes them the preferred choice for 
those who suffer from arthritis or grip limitations.

Available in blue and pink 
(both colours provide same level of resistance) 



AQUASTRENGTH DUMBBELLS

$129.95USD

 
The Aquastrength Dumbbells have been designed for upper 
body strength & core training. They provide multi-directional 
resistance and when used as a pair provide a more extreme 
workout! As the Dumbbells are half the size of the 
Aquastrength Barbell they can also be utilized vertically or 
horizontally to provide great core strengthening.

Ideal for 
upper body 

& core 
training



EQUIPMENTLOWER BODY

Hydrorevolution's range of lower body equipment 
deisgned by Aqualogix and Aquastrength offers a 
high intensity, low impact form of training for all ages.

 Our range of lower body fins can be used for 
anything from strength and conditioning or general 
fitness  through to fast twitch muscle training and 
injury and recovery. 

They are lightweight and easy to take with you 
wherever you go! They can even be used on your 
forearm / wrist for upper body strength making them 
one of our most versatile products!

Browse our full range of lower body fins on the 
following pages. 



AQUALOGIX MAX RESISTANCE FINS

$59.95USD

$59.95USD

AQUALOGIX ALL PURPOSE FINS

AQUALOGIX HIGH SPEED FINS

 
The Aqualogix Max Resistance Fins feature 6" blades and offer a 
high level of resistance. They can be used for general fitness as 
well as strength and conditioning. They are also very popular for 
athletic performance training. 

 The Aqualogix All Purpose Fins feature 5" blades and provide a 
great balance of good resistance for knee hinge movements 
and also long lever hip articulation. These are another great 
option for general fitness, strength and conditioning as well as 
injury recovery or rehabilitation. 

Also available in Pink!

 
The Aqualogix High Speed Fins feature a 4" blade and provide 
the least resistance.  They are recommended for the de-
conditioned or those recovering from surgery on knees, hips or 
total joint replacement. Alternatively they can also be used for 
advanced “fast twitch” muscle and high-speed training. 

Ideal for 
strength & 

conditioning

Ideal for 
General 
Fitness

Ideal for 
recovery or 
fast twitch 

training

$59.95USD



AQUASTRENGTH BLUE FINS

$59.95USD

AQUASTRENGTH PINK FINS

 
The Aquastrength Fins are another great option for general 
fitness. With a double strap, they offer a nice secure fit for all 
ankle sizes. They are recommended for athletes that plan on 
doing a lot of jumping / plyomteric exercises as they offer 
slightly more vertical drag than the Aqualogix Fins.
  
Available in blue and pink 
 (both colours provide same level of resistance) 

 
The Aquastrength Fins are another great option for general 
fitness. With a double strap, they offer a nice secure fit for all 
ankle sizes. They are recommended for athletes that plan on 
doing a lot of jumping / plyomteric exercises as they offer 
slightly more vertical drag than the Aqualogix Fins. 

Available in blue and pink 
 (both colours provide same level of resistance) 

Ideal for 
general 
fitness & 

plyometric 
training

$59.95USD

Ideal for 
general 
fitness & 

plyometric 
training



PROGRAMSWORKOUT

Hydrorevolution work with Fitness Professionals from 
around the world to offer a growing range of workout 
programs designed to suit all ages and fitness levels. 

Whether you are wanting a HIIT program, looking to 
improve your golf swing or simply to get back to 
training after a knee injury, we can help!

Check out just a few of our best selling programs on 
the following pages, or visit us online to view the full 
range. www.hydrorevolution.com 



AQUATIC FUSION 
 BY GEORGES ST PIERRE

$24.95USD

$24.95USD

FREESTYLE FLUTTER KICK PROGRAM
BY FRANCO ZUCCOLI

BARBELL HIIT WORKOUT

$9.95USD

 
The Aquatic Fusion Workout Program has been developed 
exclusively for Hydrorevolution by World Champion, Georges St-
Pierre. It focuses on Total Body Strength, Conditioning & 
Therapy. It can be adapted to suit athletes of all ages and 
abilities. Remember, as your fitness level improves, you can 
continue to challenge yourself and avoid hitting a plateau by 
simply increasing the time or intensity.

The Hydrorevolution Swim Systems – Freestyle Flutter Kick 
Program will improve the kicking abilities and overall 
performance of any swimmer. This workout can be completed 
using your choice of Aqualogix Hybrid Fins.

 
The Hydrorevolution Barbell HIIT Program has been designed to 
take your fitness to the next level! The exercises in this program 
will really challenge your overall stability, balance, coordination 
and movement patterns.



AQUA-BOX & HIIT PROGRAM

$19.95USD

$24.95USD

KNEE & SHOULDER RECOVERY 
PROGRAM

GOLF PROGRAM

$14.95USD

 
 The Hydrorevolution Aqua-Box & HIIT workout program has 
been designed by Coach KJEM to increase punching power, 
rotational abilities and general fitness. 

These 2 Recovery Programs have been developed exclusively for 
Hydrorevolution by The Aquatic Performance Training Center 
who specialize in post-physical therapy, health & wellness, and 
sports performance. Both programs are a great starting point 
for any person that is looking to improve their results post 
physical therapy or recovering from an injury in their 
shoulder/knee or arm/leg complex. These routines can be used 
for more results after an injury, help you gain strength, and 
improve your overall body toning.

Recommended for: 
 
The Aqualogix High Speed Fins feature a 4" blade and provide 
the least resistance.  They are recommended for the de-
conditioned or those recovering from surgery on knees, hips or 
total joint replacement. Alternatively they can also be used for 
advanced “fast twitch” muscle and high-speed training. 



BUNDLESBEST SELLING

Hydrorevolution offer a wide range of bundles to not 
only ensure you get the most out of your workout, but 
that you get the best value for money too!

Check out our best selling bundles on the following 
pages, or visit us online to view the full range. 
www.hydrorevolution.com 



TOTAL BODY BUNDLE
The Total Body Bundle is one of our best sellers. It comes 
complete with your choice of bells and fins, allowing you to 
focus on upper body and lower body training, or combine the 
two for a total body workout like no other!

Includes: 
1 x pair of Bells of your choice
1 x pair of Fins of your choice

$119.95USD

FROM $199.95USD

FROM $169.95USD

COMPLETE SWIM BUNDLE

ULTIMATE BUNDLE

Includes: 
1 x pair of Bells of your choice
1 x pair of Fins of your choice
1 x 3ft or 4ft Barbell

This Ultimate Bundle includes everything you need to turn 
your pool into a gym for all ages and levels. Complete with your 
choice of bells, fins and barbell, it is bound to take your 
workout to the next level!  A must have for all Fitness 
enthusiasts.

 
The Hydrorevolution Swim Training Bundle comes complete 
with all 3 resistance levels of the Aqualogix Hybrid Fins and a 
copy of the new Freestyle Flutter Kick Program, designed to to 
improve the kicking abilities and overall performance of 
swimmers.



TRAINING BELL BUNDLE
 
This package includes 3 x sets of upper body bells of your 
choice giving you endless upper body and core training 
options. Vary your resistance levels from high speed to 
maximum muscle building and everything in-between. 

FROM $189.95USD

FROM $139.95USD

FROM $134.95

AQUA-BOX & HIIT BUNDLE

GOLF BUNDLE

 
The Hydrorevolution Golf Bundle comes complete with a set of 
Aqualogix All Purpose Bells, Aqualogix All Purpose Hybrid Fins 
and a copy of the Hydrorevolution Golf Workout Program, 
designed to improve the rotational abilities and overall 
performance of golfers.

 
The  Hydrorevolution Aqua-Box & HIIT bundle comes complete 
with a set of Aqualogix All Purpose Bells, Aqualogix All Purpose 
Hybrid Fins and a copy of the new Aqua-Box & HIIT workout 
program designed by Coach KJEM to increase punching 
power, rotational abilities and general fitness.
 



BUNDLESFACILITY

Whether you are a Personal Trainer looking to 
purchase equipment for small group sessions or a 
large Health Club looking to take your Aquatic 
Classes to the next level, we have a wide range of 
bundle options to suit all levels and budgets. 



TOTAL BODY CLUB PACK X 5
This package includes 5 x Total Body bundles making it ideal 
for smaller facilities or clubs offering small group fitness 
classes! Mix and match between all Aqualogix and 
Aquastrength styles to ensure the perfect combination for your 
members!

Includes: 
5 x pair of Bells of your choice
5 x pair of Fins of your choice

$499.95USD

FROM $1599.60USD

EMAIL INFO@HYDROREVOLUTION FOR A 
 CUSTOM QUOTE

CUSTOM PACKAGES

ULTIMATE CLUB PACK X 10

Includes: 
10 x pairs of Bells of your choice
10 x pairs of Fins of your choice
10 x 3ft Barbells (4ft also available)

This package includes 10 x Ultimate Bundles making it the 
perfect choice for facilities looking to take their Aquatic classes 
to the next level for members of all ages and abilities. Mix and 
match between the Aqualogix and Aquastrength range to 
meet the needs of all clients!

 
For clubs that want to offer a truly custom experience for their 
members, please contact us for a customized bundle and 
quote!
 



BUNDLESGEORGES ST PIERRE

Hydrorevolution is proud to partner with Georges St-
Pierre (GSP), a Canadian professional mixed martial artist 
(MMA) world champion. Georges is recognized as one of 
the planets best pound-for-pound MMA fighters and all-
round athletes who lives in Montreal but travels the 
world to train with the best coaches and training 
partners in all disciplines.

After injuring his ACL back in 2011 Georges discovered 
drag resistance training with Aqualogix equipment and 
has never looked back. Not only did it help him recover 
from his injury quickly and efficiently, but it continues to 
be his go-to for strength and power training. At 38 years 
of age, Georges claims he feels better than ever before!



GSP ULTIMATE BUNDLE

  
This upper body blasting and lower body conditioning bundle 
brings you all the key pieces of equipment that Georges uses 
in his own workout sessions.

$214.95USD

FROM $134.95USD

FROM $64.95

GSP LOWER BODY BUNDLE

GSP TOTAL BODY BUNDLE

 The GSP Total Body Bundle combines the bells and fins 
together will give you a dynamic full body aquatic workout for 
fitness and conditioning and also a fuller range of motion, 
stabilization and coordination for injury recovery and 
rehabilitation

Recommended for:
 
The GSP Lower Body Bundle focuses on primary lower body 
exercises to give you a dynamic lower body workout for fitness 
and conditioning, as well as a fuller range of motion, 
stabilization and coordination for injury recovery and 
rehabilitation. The lower body Fins effectively tone, sculpt and 
strengthen your core muscles, legs and gluteal muscles.



BUNDLESBEN BRUNO

Hydrorevolution is proud to partner with Ben Bruno, an 
LA based Trainer who works with a wide range of 
clients, including actors and athletes as well as his own 
Mom!

Ben started using Aquastrength and Aqualogix 
equipment both personally and with selected clients last 
summer and found it to be very useful. He loved that the 
equipment provided a challenging workout that was 
easy on the joints.

We were thrilled to work closely with Ben to create 
Equipment Bundles that reflected the same 
combinations he found to be most effective with his own 
male and female clients. Ben also wanted to offer a 
bundle that was portable for those who are often 
travelling or need something they can easily throw in 
their bag and take to their local pool to complete a great 
upper body circuit. 

 To accompany each bundle, Ben Bruno has developed a 
workout program that consists of video tutorials to help 
you get the most out of your equipment!



BEN BRUNO MEN'S BUNDLE
Recommended for:
 
Turn your pool into a gym with the Ben Bruno Men’s Workout 
Bundle. Complete with our popular Aquastrength Barbell, 2 
Sets of Aqualogix Bells and a Men’s workout program 
developed by Ben Bruno this package has everything you 
need to focus on upper body and core strength.

$219.95USD

FROM $214.95USD

$79.95 USD

BEN BRUNO PORTABLE BUNDLE

BEN BRUNO WOMEN'S BUNDLE
Recommended for:

 Ladies can create their ultimate water gym with this complete 
upper body blasting and lower body conditioning bundle. This 
workout bundle includes our popular Aquastrength Barbell, 1 
Set of Aqualogix All Purpose Smoke Bells, 1 Set of 
Aquastrength Fins and a Women’s workout program 
developed by Ben Bruno.

Recommended for: 
 
The Portable Bundle allows you to take your workout with you 
wherever you go with a pair of upper body bells of your choice 
and an upper body circuit developed by Ben Bruno. 



ACCESSORIESHYDROREVOLUTION

In addition to our core range drag resistance equipment 
and programs, Hydrorevolution also offer a range of 
accessories for added convenience. 



FOAM INSERTS
Our Foam Inserts offer a convenient way to combine the 
benefits of your drag resistance Bells with the stability of foam 
buoyancy. Our custom cut polyethylene foam inserts are 
specifically made to fit into the outer cavities of the 
Aquastrength Bells. These inserts require 1 to 5.25lbs of force to 
submerge when used on a single bell or 2 to 10.5lbs of force 
when added to a Dumbbell or Barbell.
 

$19.95USD PER 12 PACK

$19.95USD PER PACK

AQUALOGIX FIN MAINTENANCE KIT
 Hydrorevolution want to help you maintain your equipment as 
cost effectively as possible.

If you find that the neoprene and Velcro on your Aqualogix fins 
starts to wear after a long life and many uses, simply purchase 
this replacement kit and your fins will be back to as good as 
new!

Each Kit contains – 2x Neoprene Pads, 2x Velcro Straps (with 5 
locator holes).

Hydrorevolution is dedicated to help you maintain your 
equipment as cost effectively as possible.

If you find that the neoprene and Velcro on your Aquastrength 
fins starts to wear after a long life and many uses, simply 
purchase this replacement kit and your fins will be back to as 
good as new!

Each Kit contains – 2x Neoprene Pads, 2x Wide Straps &amp; 2x 
Narrow Straps.

Great for your wallet and the environment!

AQUASTRENGTH FIN MAINTENANCE KITS

$19.95USD PER PACK



HYDROREVOLUTION CINCH BAG
 
This Ventilated Cinch Bag is ideal for consumers. The Cinch can 
easily fit a set of bells and 2 sets of fins. Exterior pocket for 
bottle and zippered pocket for smaller items. The ventilated 
mesh top allows for easier drying of equipment post workout. 
Built with high quality nylon and rubberized mesh for 
durability.

Approximate Measurements – 18″ W x 22″ H x 12″ D
 

$24.95USD

$34.95USD

HYDROREVOLUTION MEDIUM DUFFLE
This Medium Ventilated Duffle Bag is ideal for consumers and 
personal trainers. The Medium Duffle can fit 3 sets of Bells and 
2 sets of Fins. The ventilated mesh top allows for easier drying 
of equipment post workout. Built with high quality nylon and 
rubberized mesh for durability.

Approximate Measurements: 26″ L x 13″ H x 12″ D



HYDROREVOLUTION ONLINE TRAINING COURSE

If you are a Personal Trainer or Group Fitness Instructor interested in learning more about drag resistance 
training so you can offer another dimension of fitness and unlock the full potential of your facilities pool then our 

Online Training Course is for you!

This program has been developed to bring the best in drag resistance training equipment and programming 
into one great course! Our mission is to help trainers around the world further their fitness education and grow 
their client base through effective drag resistance training. Regardless of the age or fitness level of your clients, 

we will show you how they can benefit from training with the methods taught in this course.

Powered by Aqualogix and Aquastrength, this course will introduce you to their entire range of drag resistance 
equipment and show you how it can be used for anything from sports performance or general fitness right 

through to rehabilitation.

Best of all, because the entire course is based online, you can start working anytime, anywhere.

This course is approved by the industry’s leading organizations!

6.5 AEA CECs, 0.6 ACE CECs, 5.0 AFAA CECs, 6.0 ATRI CECs, 0.5 NASM CECs

$123USD  
$65

GROW YOUR 
CLIENT BASE

INCREASE 
YOUR POOLS 

ROI
EARN CECS



IMPROVE SPORTS PERFORMANCE
The Hydrorevolution training system is used by many professional athletes and sports teams around the world to 
improve sports performance! The Aquastrength and Aqualogix range can be used to assist with a wide range of 

training modalities, including strength, mobility, flexibility, speed, power and rehabilitation. Our equipment is 
extremely popular for:

 GOLF TENNIS HOCKEY MMA BOXING

BASKETBALL BASEBALL FOOTBALL SOCCER

" "I trained with your equipment back when I played with the bears with Rusty Jones. That is how I fixed 
my hamstring and came back for a Pro Bowl Season!"

Tommie Harris, former NFL player for the Chicago Bears



RECOVER SAFELY & EFFICIENTLY
Hydrorevolution equipment is a great way to safely begin training after injury or surgery much sooner than you 
would be able to do so on land.  Our equipment is used by many phsyical therapists to help clients recover from 

a wide range of injuries and surgeries including but not limited to, knee, shoulder and hip replacement. 

 

KNEE SHOULDER HIP

"Since tearing my right ACL in 2011 I have been training with Aqualogix equipment. Their training 
system not only allowed me to recover quickly and efficiently but allowed me to continue 

training without putting any undue stress on my joints. Today I still use Aqualogix and 
Aquastrength equipment as part of my regular training routine for power, general fitness and 

recovery. I love that I am in control and create my own resistance. I feel better than ever before 
and encourage people of all fitness levels to give it a go and feel the benefits for themselves"

Georges St-Pierre, MMA World Champion



IMPROVE MOBILITY FOR EVERYDAY LIFE

Hydrorevolution equipment allows customers of all ages to safely and efficiently move their bodies, whether that 
be completing a HIIT program or simply walking up and down the pool. 

Drag resistance training is an extremely efficient way to help Senior Citizens improve their overall mobility and 
range of motion to help them live a healthy, active lifestyle.  

Working out in the water also eliminates the concern of falling that is often associated with other forms of 
exercise. 

MOBILITY STRENGTH FALL 
PREVENTION

" "I am a female, 57 years old and I am getting the tone and strength back.  I tried free weights and 
machines only to exhaust my shoulder and create too much pain. These resistance weights are easy to 

use in the water but give you a very good workout. You can do chest presses, fly-backs and range of 
motion exercises without the exhaustion because of the continuous movement of water. Within three 

weeks of three I started seeing the tone and strength come back"
 

Verified Customer



CHANGE THE WAY YOU WORKOUT
Visit www.hydrorevolution.com

Email: info@hydrorevolution.com


